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Abstract—Road congestion and traffic-related pollution have a
large, negative social and economic impact, and we believe many
of these problems can be reduced through investment in monitoring, distribution and processing of traffic information. This paper
outlines how our on-going work on the TIME project (Transport
Information Monitoring Environment) provides a solution, using
traffic sensor systems and the design and development of an open
and decentralised software framework. We also discuss how we
address the privacy and security implications of the increased
use of sensors and data processing.
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I NTRODUCTION
The number of miles travelled by vehicles on the UK’s roads
has doubled in the last twenty-five years [1]. Road congestion
is strongly correlated with increased road usage and now has
a large negative impact on many economies throughout the
world: Road congestion in the UK was estimated to cost the
economy £12bn in 2004 [2]; similarly, the cost in the US was
$63.1bn in 2003 [3].
We believe that investment in monitoring, distribution and
processing of traffic information should result in a substantial
and significant increase in transport efficiency. Such data gathering and processing should enable better strategic planning
and encourage better use of public transport, both of which
would help cut pollution and congestion.
In order to maximise the benefit derived from increased data
gathering and processing we believe it is necessary to build
an open platform allowing many companies and individuals to
collaborate and share raw and processed data. Such a platform
should enable a marketplace in which companies can securely
share and sell gathered data in order to encourage investment
in sensors, networking and processing facilities. It should also
enable local residents and visitors to collaborate, calculating
their own statistics and building their own applications.
The aim of our research in the TIME project (Transport
Information Monitoring Environmant) is to: investigate, design
and build suitable sensor and network technology; design and
build reusable software components to distribute, process and
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Fig. 1. Components and data life-cycle: sensor data flows through shared
processing components to applications which place pertinent data on displays.
Users viewing such data will then modify their behaviour, adapting future
sensor readings accordingly.

store sensor data in real-time; and do both of these things with
due regard to personal privacy and commercial interests. By
this means we aim to make gathered data widely available to
policy makers, application developers and citizens. The TIME
project is focused on the city of Cambridge.
We believe an open platform should enable a continuous
life-cycle of data harvesting, processing and display, as shown
in Figure 1. Such a system will enable more useful applications
to be constructed by providing them with the data needed
to make intelligent decisions. For example, offering real-time
advice on the best route to the nearest airport often involves
evaluating a rich set of alternatives: a direct motorway journey
by private car or taxi; a journey first to the bus depot or
railway station (by car, cycle or taxi) followed by a train or
bus journey, and so on. In many medium-to-large cities there
is a multitude of rail, coach and other mass transit options
available. Writing an application to make a continuously up-

dated recommendation on the best route requires lots of data,
including measurement of traffic flow on the road network,
availability of parking, collation of the prevailing rail schedule,
etc. Our aim is to support this type of application.
I. S ENSOR

NETWORK

The sensor infrastructure is at the heart of the monitoring
application; it all starts with the acquisition of sensor readings.
In this section, we discuss the building blocks of a sensor
network infrastructure for traffic monitoring. We explore various sensor technologies, propose a wireless sensor network
architecture, and report our initial experiences from managing
real traffic data in the network.
Sensor network architecture: The existing traffic sensor deployment in Cambridge consists of 112 inductive loop sensors
that generate flow and occupancy readings and propagate them
to a central server along wired links.
Our goal is to extend this system in a non-trivial way,
designing a sensor network architecture that is able to incorporate new sensing and communication technologies. We
propose a hybrid architecture that consists of nodes with
diverse communication, computation and sensing capabilities,
connected through wireless or wired links. We distinguish the
following three types of nodes:
Sensor nodes whether stationary or mobile, are locationaware and equipped with traffic sensor devices. Sensor nodes
typically have limited communication, storage and processing
capabilities. Certain sensor nodes (e.g. mobile phones) may
be battery-powered and thus severely constrained.
Gateway nodes collect the readings from the sensor nodes.
They have a fixed power source, plentiful bandwidth, storage
and processing capabilities, and feed data to the middleware
components for further processing and storage.
Relay nodes are deployed to ensure connectivity between
sensor and gateway nodes. They are useful in scenarios where
wireless sensor nodes are sparsely deployed, and cannot reach
any of the gateway nodes through multihop wireless paths.
Some relay nodes may be battery-powered, and thus severely
energy-constrained.
Sensor node technologies: The currently deployed 112 inductive loop sensors span an area of roughly 3.5km × 8km.
The sensors generate traffic flow and road occupancy readings
every 4 seconds and use wired links to propagate them to a
central server. We plan to extend this existing infrastructure
with emerging sensor technologies ranging from infrared sensors to GPS-equipped mobile phones.
We are using I RISYS thermal imaging camera systems
provided by InfraRed Integrated Systems Ltd. to record vehicle
volume and speed on urban roads in Cambridge. These units
are relatively cheap, self-contained, are ruggedised for outdoor
usage, and are compact, measuring 13cm × 17cm × 10cm. A
mobile trial is shown in Figure 2. The unit determines vehicle
volume and speed by running image processing algorithms
on data from a low-resolution (16 × 16 pixel) thermal image
sensor. Using a thermal sensor simplifies image processing

Fig. 2. The I RISYS infrared sensor being used to count cars in Cambridge,
October 2006. The sensor is the small box at the top of the van’s erectable
mast.

by removing background image clutter, since vehicles and
bicycles appear as bright objects on an otherwise uniform grey
background.
Besides stationary sensor nodes, we are planning to use
location-aware mobile devices, like GPS-equipped mobile
phones, PDAs and car sensors. Our vision is to enable city
residents to participate in traffic monitoring as sensors and
as data mules. In terms of sensing, it is possible to analyze
GPS trajectories of users travelling by car in order to measure
car speed at different locations and infer from it other traffic
measures, e.g. congestion, car flow and road occupancy. In
terms of communication, we envision using Wi-Fi enabled
mobile phones as data mules to relay traffic information in a
delay-tolerant manner. The CarTel project [4] also uses mobile
sensors deployed in cars to collect, process and store data.
However, there are two major design factors that distinguish
CarTel and our project. First, we assume an open architecture
that allows the interconnection of several different users.
Second, security and privacy issues are central in our project.
This fairly complex task cannot be performed within the sensor
network, as CarTel does with the query processing.
In-network data management: In order to reduce communication, we investigate compressing traffic data within
the network before propagating it to the gateway nodes.
The framework enables the end user to specify accuracy
requirements, which translate into the amount of data that
is propagated; we believe most users are willing to tolerate
small inaccuracies in the reported traffic data. We tested
lossy compression techniques like the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) and the Wavelet Transform (WT). We applied FFT
and WT to compress a single time-series of traffic data,
and further studied the use of spatio-temporal correlations to
reduce multiple time-series [5].
We observed that traffic data (e.g. car flow) exhibits strong
temporal correlations. As a result, a sensor node is likely to
find in its memory a previous day with very similar traffic, and
be able to approximate today’s readings as a linear function of
the previous day’s readings. This allows it to only propagate

Fig. 3.

Use of temporal and spatial correlations.

a few regression parameters to the gateway, rather than the
entire time-series. In Figure 3, sensor node c detects that the
time-series of the current day (Tuesday) is strongly correlated
to Monday’s time-series that the gateway already knows. It
thus only forwards a set of regression parameters so that the
gateway can derive the current time-series based on Monday’s
data, with a bounded maximum error as specified by the user.
Similar communication savings can be achieved by exploiting spatial correlations; Sensor nodes a and b in Figure 3
forward an FFT-compressed version of their time series to
relay node d, the next hop on the way to the gateway. If
a strong correlation between the two signals exists, node d
expresses the time-series of node a as a linear function of the
time series of node b; it subsequently forwards only the timeseries data for node b and regression parameters for node a
towards the gateway through the next hop e. A more detailed
discussion on correlation-aware data dissemination techniques
for traffic monitoring is provided in [5].
II. M IDDLEWARE
Once the data from sensors has reached a gateway node,
it is passed on to the event-based middleware. At this stage
it is worth examining the characteristics of the data, and the
applications we wish to provide.
We observe that typical raw data streams from sensors
are noisy, contain gaps, and commonly include erroneous
readings due to sensor malfunction or miscalibration. For
example, sometimes lanes in road junctions are moved but
inductive loop sensors are not repositioned. Continuous service
is interrupted when machines or communication links are reset,
so in practice we consider breaks in the data to be the norm.
These artefacts must be cleaned up before consumption by
applications.
When considering applications that make use of sensor data,
a common requirement is to combine multiple independent
data sources. An application might wish to combine historical
GPS trails and current induction loop data to derive estimated
journey times around a city, or to fuse readings from two
different but co-located sensors, for example. Furthermore

our privacy requirements may introduce a layer of filtering
between the user and some applications. We also need to
accomodate occasional data format changes seamlessly.
We therefore need a middleware layer capable of distributing high bandwidth streams in real-time, and performing
dynamic reconnection (to collect data from a changing set
of sources, and distribute results to different classes of user
or new applications, without halting the rest of the system).
It will also be desirable to have subscriber (pull) interfaces
so clients can request specific aggregate data, when an entire
stream is unnecessary.
Established middleware such as object request brokers,
web services and event systems are not very well suited
to these tasks. We note however that our requirements are
not extraordinary; they are shared by other sensor-driven
systems not specific to road traffic, such as supply chain or
environmental monitoring. To meet this emerging need we
are constructing a flexible event-based middleware suitable
for processing streams of sensor data. Our prototype is called
SBUS (Stream Bus).
The system is decentralised and component-based. Data
flow is peer-to-peer. Figure 1 gave some examples of typical
components; the actual connections between them are not
shown on this diagram. Each component may simultaneously
act as a client of various other components and also as a server
to others. Data from a sensor may be processed by a chain of
components in turn before it reaches an application.
Figure 4 shows the parts inside an individual component.
There are two separate processes; the business logic and the
wrapper. The business logic is the application-specific part of
the component. Typical tasks for the business logic include
data reformatting or cleaning, calculating statistics, fusing data
sources, logging state changes, aggregation, pseudonymisation
as well as sampling directly-connected sensors and presenting
a user interface.
The wrapper manages a component’s endpoints. All communication with components occurs via endpoints, whether
data or control messages. Endpoints can be connected in a
many-many fashion to the endpoints on other components.
Server and source endpoints provide capabilities to other
components, whereas client and sink endpoints represent the
external resources a component needs in order to function.
Each component can be “hotplugged” into the component
graph by an appropriate mapping of endpoints.
The code for the wrapper process is the same for all
components. The purpose of the wrapper is to combine the best
properties of a centralised system with those of a peer-to-peer
system. Centralised event broker architectures have the benefit
of decoupling sources from sinks, whereas direct point-topoint links have lower latency and scale better by avoiding the
central bottleneck. SBUS is decoupled and decentralised. For
example, the wrapper can silently reconnect to required data
source components if they fail and then reappear, avoiding the
need for complex exception handing code inside the business
logic in many cases. The wrapper also maintains lists of the

other components connected to it, so it can distribute events
to subscribed listeners.
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Each endpoint comes with a list of roles required to connect
to it. Normally when data from multiple streams are combined
by one component, a stream it emits requires the union of
the requisite roles. Role certificates are issued by components
(not necessarily the same ones as the service providers) via a
special endpoint in response to the presentation of credentials,
or through administrator action. There are three kinds of
access type: private (must not disclose data in any form),
redistributable (may redistribute data providing the same roles
are checked), and republishable (may republish data derived
from this, and allow weaker sets of roles to view it, for
example after anonymisation).
III. P RIVACY

AND

S ECURITY

Applications constructed using this middleware will be
context-aware, constructing from sensor data a model of the
real-world environment that is used to serve their users. Effective context information, by necessity, includes information
about people. This means that any transport application of
non-trivial complexity will gather, collate, and distribute a
tremendous quantity of personal information and could have
a major impact on the privacy of individuals.
We believe that access control is well-suited to managing
data having commercial value, but that collecting personal
information and then protecting it does not adequately address
privacy concerns. Even if permission to store data is obtained,
it may be difficult to ensure correct protection. Understandable
information must be provided by the system for users to give
informed permission. Device configuration may be required,
which can be difficult to do correctly and places burden on the
users. Furthermore, access control demands trust: submitting
personal data to an application means trusting that access
control constraints will be observed. As demonstrated by wellpublicised leaks of personal information, such trust may be
misplaced.
We are therefore exploring mechanisms by which we can
eliminate personal information from the system, whilst still

allowing transport monitoring applications to function. Such
information includes still images and video, the capture and
storage of which are common in modern monitoring systems.
For example, automatic number plate recognition (ANPR) is
a form of optical character recognition that extracts the digits
of car number plates passing in front of a camera, producing
a unique identifier for each vehicle that allows the tracking of
movements through a network of cameras. While the use of
such data for law enforcement may be justified, many transport
monitoring applications have no need to remotely identify
individual vehicles. In such cases we advocate the use of the
equipment from I RISYS discussed in Section I. It provides
little in the way of identifying information since the thermal
image sensor cannot capture car registration data, yielding
a privacy-sensitive means of counting vehicles, measuring
vehicle speed, and estimating travel patterns.
Communication devices such as mobile phones provide another source of personally identifying information and communication between specific people may be identified, allowing
reconstruction of individuals’ social and business networks.
So long as mobile phones are used for communication, we
do not expect unique identifiers to disappear. Anonymous
communications solutions developed for web browsing [6],
messaging [7], applications using TCP [8], and even GSM
mobile telephony [9] can be applied to mitigate the risk
of determining which mobile device is communicating with
a particular middleware component. We are exploring the
capabilities of such systems when used to transmit sensor data.
We expect that these messages will be small and will require
low latency delivery, a combination that is not well addressed
by the above systems.
The private information handled by transport monitoring applications is not limited to that collected by sensors or required
by the communications infrastructure. The most natural route
to modelling user state within an application’s context may
involve gathering information from the user that identifies him
or her or that describes his or her condition. For example,
an individual may wish to notify friends that it is time to
meet at the pub. To control the distribution of this personal
information, we are use context-specific pseudonyms [10].
Such a pseudonym blends an individual’s identity with some
assertion of his or her current context, such as “I am on the bus
with number plate AE02 RYA” or “I am in the city centre”.
A pseudonym for user i within context n that provides for
(n)
linkability by user j is expressed as Pi,j = HKi,j (IDi , Cn )
where Ki,j is a key known only to users i and j and HK (·) is a
cryptographic hash function using key K. These pseudonyms
may be placed in a database that can operate without access
control because, without having the appropriate key, each
pseudonym appears to be a random sequence of bits.
Data that are of commercial value include any sensorderived information that may be sold or exchanged. For
example, taxi companies frequently equip their fleets with
GPS units and appropriate communications infrastructure to
aid dispatch but must ensure that this information does not

fall into competitors’ hands. Nevertheless, such information
could prove invaluable in determining traffic behaviour. We are
developing an approach to protecting these data that translates
business relationships between data providers and users into
the access control functions supported by our middleware.
This will yield what is essentially Digital Rights Management
(DRM) functionality for transport data. The procedure will
use the following steps: (1) Formal business relationships,
describing how data may be processed and by whom, are
captured and converted into a machine-readable representation.
(2) These low-level representations of business relationships
are mapped to individual data sources and assembled into
licences that describe how each data source may be used. We
intend to use the Rights Expression Language of the MPEG21 Digital Rights Management framework for this task, as it
provides a rich set of primitives for describing the operations
that may be performed on digital data [11]. (3) The licences
attached to the various data sources available will be used to
assign roles to the components participating in the application
and issue certificates as appropriate.
IV. C ONCLUSION
We proposed an open platform for capturing, processing
and delivering transport related data. Building such a platform
presents many challenges. At the sensor network level, we
described techniques for energy-efficient gathering of traffic
sensor data. At the middleware level, we described a decentralised architecture which works in the face of individual
component failure, and a strong interface binding between
components to ensure applications get the data they were
expecting. Data persistence is also needed to allow historical
analysis and pattern matching to detect incidents and anomalies. At the user level, we discussed security and privacy issues.
More specifically, we proposed methods to protect the financial
interests of companies who paid for data collection as well as
anonymisation techniques to protect the personal privacy of
individuals.

Over the next few years we will continue to develop and
integrate our technology with existing systems in Cambridge,
England. Future work will also extend our system from monitoring to control. For example, can we use our data archive
and real-time streams to improve traffic light scheduling? Can
we effect a positive change—through the provision of realtime information—in the modes of transport taken by city
residents?
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